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 Buying a used motorcycle is a great option for fun, affordable transportation, but the purchasing 
process does require some homework to find which bike will best meet your needs. The first task is to 
figure out whether a motorcycle is the right vehicle for you. They’re usually cheaper than cars, can get 
from 50-75 miles/gallon, and you usually have no problem finding parking. For general commuting 
around Bay Area, a motorcycle can certainly be an efficient way to travel and buying used is a good way 
to get started without breaking the bank.  

 
If you’re completely new to the two-wheeled scene, a motorcycle rider training course can bring 

you up to speed in a matter of weeks - and can also help experienced riders hone their skills. Passing a 
training course has the added benefits of allowing riders to waive the skills test at the DMV to acquire a 
motorcycle license, and once you're armed with a license (and the skills to test ride a motorcycle), it’s 
time to start searching for your ride.  

 
For experienced riders - or those with some mechanical know-how - buying a used bike from a 

private party is an option. Beginners, however, are better off buying used bikes from a reputable seller 
to ensure that they’re not spending good money on a ticking time bomb. MotoJava in San Francisco is a 
licensed used motorcycle dealer that specializes in buying, refurbishing and reselling used bikes. Paul 
Somerville, partner and mechanic at MotoJava, stresses that the physical fit of a bike should be the first 
thing a rider considers. Standard bikes feature an upright seated position and low handle bars, sport 
bikes offer an aggressive chest-forward riding position and cruisers (epitomized with a "Harley style" 
ride) place the driver's feet farther forward. Somerville says, “San Francisco is more like European cities 
in that city riders favor the standard style the most. The popular standard Triumph Bonneville is hard to 
come by in this city because of the high demand for them, and they will go for higher than Kelly Blue 
Book estimates.” 

 
Starting small is a safe option. Somerville suggests that all four major Japanese brands 

(Kawasaki, Yamaha, Honda, and Suzuki) with engines in the 250 cc range are comparable in price and 
quality. A used bike in this category, such as a Honda Rebel 250, will set you back around $2,500-$3,000.  
If you’re a bigger person, a Honda CB 250 Nighthawk might make a better fit but can also be found in 
the same price range. If a Harley-Davidson is your ultimate dream machine, keep in mind that they will 
be more expensive and are much heavier to handle, so consider starting out on something more 
manageable. 

 
Along with checking out the maintenance record and the general appearance of any bike you 

may be considering - and looking for crash scratches or corrosion - three important elements to let you 
know the quality of the machine are the frame, transmission and engine. Standing straight ahead of the 
forks will allow you to see any bend in them, which could alert you to possible misalignment within the 
frame. If the transmission pops out of gear while on a test drive, Somerville says to “immediately walk 
away from that bike.” Just like cars, transmission problems on a motorcycle are no laughing matter and 
can be costly to fix. 

 
The engine is a little trickier to assess, and it usually requires an experienced ear to know how 

each type of bike should sound. If you think you’ve found a great bike being sold by a private party, 



having it checked over by professionals like those at San Francisco-based Werkstatt Motorcycles is 
money well spent. Werkstatt mechanics perform a thorough inspection for $89 on just about every type 
of bike- except Harleys – and there are hundreds of other excellent mechanics who will charge a 
nominal fee to assess your bike before you make your purchase. 

 
One final category of used motorcycles worth mentioning is vintage, which are typically at least 

25 years old. If you're really set on a classic old bike, MotoJave's Somerville has two words: “Just don’t - 
at least not for transportation. Each time a vintage bike starts up, the owner looks like they just won a 
little prize.” 


